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Abstract

In this paper, we consider the equation A2u = Ku5, u > 0 in ft, u = Att = 0 on dfl, where

K is a positive function and fi is a bounded and smooth domain in R6. Using the theory of crit-

ical points at infinity, we give some topological conditions on K to ensure some existence results.
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1 Introduction

Let fi be a smooth bounded domain of Rn with n > 5 and consider the following nonlinear

problem under the Navier boundary condition

r
I

= KuP, u>0 infi
u = Ait = 0 on d$l

where K is a C3-positive function and where p + 1 = ^j is the critical exponent of the embed-

ding H2 n #2 (ft) into LP+1(fi).

The interest in this problem grew up from its resemblance to some nonlinear equation arising

from a geometric context. Namely, the problem of prescribing the Paneitz curvature, which

consists in finding suitable conditions on a given function K defined on M" such that K is the

Paneitz curvature for a metric g conformally equivalent to 5, where (Mn,g) is an n-dimensional

compact Riemannian manifold (for details one can see [8),[9], [16],[17], [20] and the references

therein).

Fourth order equations with critical growth on a domain of R" have been studied in earlier

works (see [10], [12], [11], [18], [19], [22], [23], [26], [27],[28], [31] and [32]).

The special nature of problem (P) appears when we consider it from a variational viewpoint,

indeed the Euler Lagrange functional associated to (P) does not satisfy the Palais-Smaile con-

dition, that is there exist noncompact sequences along which the functional is bounded and its

gradient goes to zero. This fact is due to the presence of the critical exponent. Moreover it is

easy to see that a necessary condition for solving the problem (P) is that K has to be positive

somewhere. In addition, there is at least one other obstruction to solve problem (P), based on

the Kazdan-Warner type condition, see [16]. Hence it is not expectable to solve problem (P) for

all functions K, and it is natural to ask : under which conditions on K, (P) has a solution?

Ben Ayed, El Mehdi and Hammami [10] gave some sufficient topological conditions on K to

ensure the existence of solutions of (P) for n bigger than or equal to 6. Ben Ayed and Ham-

mami [11] provided an Euler-Hoph type criterion for K to find solutions of (P) for n = 6. The

methods of [10] and [11] involve the study of critical points at infinity and their contribution to

the topology of the level sets of the associated Euler Lagrange functional.

Furthermore, as already known for problems related to the Scalar Curvature, there is a new phe-

nomenon in dimension n > 7, due to the fact that the self interaction of the functions failing the

Palais-Smaile condition dominates the interaction of two of those functions. In the five dimen-

sional case, the reverse happens. In the six dimensional case, we have a balance phenomenon,

that is, the self interaction and the interaction are of the same size (see [17], [8], [9], [10], [11])-

In this paper, we single out the six dimensional case to give more existence results. We are thus

looking for solutions for the following problem

, , i i_i u, = Ku5, u>0
( ' ' - - =0

( A2w -
\ u =



We precisely follow some of the ideas developed in Bahri [2], Ben Ayed-Chtioui-Hammami [7],

Chtioui [14] and Chtioui-El Mehdi [15]. The main idea is to use the difference of topology of the

critical points at infinity between the level sets of the associated Euler Lagrange functional and

the main issue is under our conditions on K, there remains some difference of topology which is

not due to the critical points at infinity and therefore the existence of solutions of (1).

In order to state our results, we need to fix some notations and assumptions that we are using.

We denote by G the Green's function and by H its regular part, that is for each x € Q,

G(x,y) = | x-y |-("-4) -H(x,y) in ft
A2ff(x,.) = 0 in ft
AG(z,.) = G(x,.) = 0 on dtt

Throughout this paper, we assume that the following two assumptions hold

1.1 K has only nondegenerate critical points yo, yi,...,ym such that yo is the unique absolute

maximum of K on fi and such that

\
yi)^0 V» = 0,l,...,m.

60 K(yi)

1.2 All the critical points of K\ = K/QQ are zi, ..., zm> , and satisfy

— (zj) < 0, for i = l,...,m',
ov

where v is the outward normal to Q

We now introduce the following set

= 0 and - - +H(vi,yi) > 0}

Thus our first result is the following :

Theorem 1.1 7/yo ^ F* > then problem (1) has a solution.

To state our second result, we need to fix some notation.

For s € N* and for any s-tuple TS = (ii, ...,ts) G (F+)s such that ip ^ iq if p ^ g, we define a

Matrix M(TS) = (Mpg)i<p>g<s, by

i ,i , , j
— - -- —

60K(yip)

and we denote by p(rs) the least eigenvalue of M(rs). It was first pointed out by Bahri [1] (see

also [4], [6] and [29]), that when the self interaction and the interaction between the functions

failing the Palais-Smale condition are the same size, the function p plays a fundamental role in

the existence of solutions to problems like (P). Regarding problem (P), Ben Ayed and Hammami

[11] observed that such kind of phenomenon appears for n = 6.



Now let Z be a pseudogradient of K of Morse-Smale type (that is the intersections of the stable

and the unstable manifolds of the critical points of K are transverse).

1.3 Assume that Ws(yi) fl Wu(yj) = 0 for any yi e F+ and for any yj £ F+, where Ws(yi) is

the stable manifold of yj and Wu(yj) is the unstable manifold of yj for Z.

(Hi) Assume that X is not contractible.

We then have the following result

Theorem 1.2 Under the assumption (Hi), if the following two conditions hold

(Ci) for any s, M(TS) is nondegenerate

(C2) p(y,, yj) < 0 Vyj, yj & T+ such that y; ^ yj,

then problem (1) has a solution.

In Theorem 1.1, we have assumed that yo ̂  ^r+. Next we want to give some existence result for

problem (1) when yo € F+. To this aim, we introduce some notation.

(H2) Assume that yo € J^+

Let y^ e ^"+\{yo} such that

1.4 K(yil) = max{^(y)/2/ 6 ̂ +\{yo}}

and we denote by k\ = 6 — i ( y i 1 ) , where i ( y i l ) is the Morse index of K at yj t .

(Hs) Assume that i(yil < 5.

We then have the following result

Theorem 1.3 Under assumptions (H-^) and (Hz), if the following three conditions hold

(AQ) M(yo,yi1) is nondegenerate

(A±) p(y 0 ,y i j<0

then problem (1) has a solution of Morse index ki or k\ + 1.

In contrast to Theorem 1.3, we have the following results based on a topological invariant for

some Yamabe type problems introduced by Bahri [2]. To state these results, we need to fix

assumptions that we are using and some notation.

(H4) Assume that

Let



Notice that under 1.3 and 1.4, we see that X = Ws(yii) U Wa(yo) and therefore X is a manifold

of dimension k\ without boundary.

(H5) Assume that K(yQ) > ^KfaJ

Now we denote by Cyo(X) the following set

Cyo (X) = {a6yo + (1 - a)Sx / a £ [0, 1], x € X}:

where 6X is the Dirac measure at x.

For A large enough, we introduce the map f\ : Cyo(X) — >• S+, defined by

/ r , n s e x aS(yo,*) + (! - a)*W)(a5yo + 1 - a)£z) — > .. ' ' ,- - u
v |,,

IM(2,o,A) + (1-Q!)(W)ll

where

S+ = {u € #2 n fl3(n)/« > 0 and ||u||2 = 1} with ||u||2 := f (Au)2

./n

and where <5(z,A) is defined in the next section by (2.1).

Then Cyo(X) and f\(Cyo(X)) are manifolds in dimension k\ + 1, that is, their singularities arise

in dimension ki — 1 and lower, see [2}. We observe that Cyo(X) and f \ ( C y o ( X ) ) are contractible

while X is not contractible.

For A large enough, we also define the intersection number (modulo 2) of f\(Cyo(X)) with

where Ws(j/o>y*i)oo is tfle stable manifold of the critical point at infinity (yo,yii)oo (see Corollary

3.2 below) for a decreasing pseudogradient V for the Euler Lagrange functional associated to

(1) which is transverse to fx(Cyo(X)). Thus this number is well defined, see [25].

We then get the following result

Theorem 1.4 Under assumptions (#3), (#4) and (H^), if ^(y^) — 0 then problem (1) has a

solution of Morse index ki or k\ + 1 .

Now we give a statement more general than Theorem 1.4. To this aim, let k > 1 and define X

as the following

X = UyeBkWs(y), with Bk is any subset in {y € F+ /i(y) = 6 - k},

where i(y) is the Morse index of K at y.

(He) We assume that X is a stratified set without boundary (in the topological sense, that is,

X e 5fc(S+), the group of chains of dimension A; and dX = 0).

(Hr) Assume that for any critical point z of K in X\{yo}5
 we have



For y e Bk we define, for A large enough, the intersection number(modulo 2)

= h(Cyo(X)).wa(y0,y)00

By the above arguments, this number is well defined, see [25].

(Hg) Assume that K(y0) > 4K(y) Vy <E F+\{yo}-

Then we have the following theorem

Theorem 1.5 Under assumptions (H^), (#7) and (H%), if p.^y) = 0 for any y 6 Bk, then

problem (1) has a solution of Morse index k or k + 1.

The plan of the rest of the paper is the following. In section 2, we set up the variations!

structure and recall some preliminaries, while section 3 is devoted to the proofs of our results.

2 Some Preliminaries

In this section we recall the functional setting and the variational problem associated to (1).

We will also recall some useful results.

Problem (1) has a variational structure, the related functional is

J(u)=(7 K\uA
\Jn /

defined on

S = {it 6 H2 n H^(£l}/ H u l l 2 '=11 u I I2 '= / Au I2= II

The positive critical points of J are solutions to (P), up a multiplicative constant. Due to the

non-compactness of the embedding H2 n H$ (O) into LP+1(Q), the functional J does not satisfy

the Palais-Smale condition. To characterize the sequences failing the Palais-Smale condition, we

need to fix some notation.

For a £ £1 and A > 0, we introduce the following function

(2.1)

CQ is chosen so that £(a,A) is the family of solutions of the following problem (see [23])

A 2 u = | u | 4 u , u > 0 inR6 . (2.2)

For / € H2(£l), we define the projection P by:

u = Pf <==^ A2u = A2/ in 0, u = Au = 0 on dfi. (2.3)

We now introduce the set of potential critical points at infinity.

For e > 0 and p e N*, let V(p, e) be the subset of E of the following functions: u € E such that

there is (ai,...,ap) € fip, (Ai,...,Ap) 6 (e~1,+oo)p and (ai,...,ap) e (0,+oo)p such that

p

1=1
< e, Xid(ai,dfl) > e

6

aJK(aj)
-1 < e, £ij < e for i ^ j,



where

The failure of the Palais-Smale condition can be described, following the ideas introduced in

[13],[21], [24], [30] as follows:

Proposition 2.1 Assume that J has no critical point in S+ and let (uk) € S+ be a sequence

such that J(ttfc) is bounded and VJ(ufc) — > 0. Then, there exist an integer p 6 N", a sequence

Ek > 0 (ek ->• 0) and an extracted subsequence ofuk, again denoted (uk), such that Uk G V(p,£fc).

We now introduce the following parametrization of the set V(p, e). This programme has been

proved, for the Laplacian operator in [3]. The proof can be extended to our case without any

change. We consider the following minimization problem for a function u € V(p, e) with e small

p
min{|| u - Y^ o^te.AO Ib, <*• > 0, A; > 0, 04 e ft) (2.5)

1=1

Proposition 2.2 For any p G N" , Mere ezisis ep > 0 suc/i Ma£, /or any 0 < e < ep, u € F(p, e),

Me minimization problem (2.5) Aas a umgue solution (up to permutation). In particular, we

can write u € V(p, e) as follows u = X)f=i aiP°(ai,Xi) +v> where (ai,...,ap,ai, ...,ap, AI, ..., Ap)

is Me solution of (2.5) and u satisfies

(V0) («,P5(a.iA.))2 = (v,dP6(a.M/d\i)2 = 0, (w,aP*(B.,Ai)/ao<)2 = 0 /or t = l,...,p,

twti/i (t/,w)2 = /n AuAio.

Now we recall the expansion of the functional in the set V(p, e). To simplify notation, we will

write Si instead of <5(0j,Aj)-

Proposition 2.3 [11] There exists E.Q > 0 such that for any u = £^=1 aiP<5i + u G V(p, e),

e < CQ, v satisfying (Vo), we have

_ _ H(ai,aj)- -

where

T/ V ? / I I 112 *•



dxCo is defined in (2.1), w$ is the volume of the unit sphere S5 and S& = /R6 (1+ixi:

Furthermore, if each Oj is near a critical point y^ of K with y^ ^ yjk for i ^ k, then this

expansion becomes

24* £?=! *(«*)-* Vfe (°i)3/2 KK^ A?

E
Now we are going to study the u-part of u. Let us observe that

tSfvz + o(\\v\\^). (2.6)

Thus, using (2.6) and the fact that a*K(ai)/(ajK(aj)) = 1 + o(l), we derive that the quadratic

form Q(v,v), defined in Proposition 2.3, is equal to

Therefore, as in [1], Q(v,v) is a quadratic form positive definite (see [8]). It follows the following

proposition

Proposition 2.4 There exists a Cl-map which, to each (a\, ..., ap,ai, ...,ap,a, A, ..., Ap) satis-

fying Y^=iai^>^(ai,\i) £ ^(Pi£); with £ small enough, associates v = v(a, a, A) satisfying (1/o)

such that v is unique and minimizes J(X)i"=i aiP&(a,i,\i) + w) ™^ respect to v satisfying (Vo).

Moreover, we have the following estimate

3 Proof of Theorems

Before giving the proof of our results, we first extract from [11] the characterization of the

critical points at infinity of our problem. We recall that the critical points at infinity are the

orbits of the gradient flow of J which remain in V(p, e(s}), where e(s) , a given function, tends

to zero when s tends to +00 (see [1]).

Proposition 3.1 [11] Assume that for any s, M(rs] is nondegenerate. Thus, there exists a

pseudogradient W so that the following holds.

There is a constant c > 0 independent of u = £)i=i ctiPSi in F(p, e) so that



ii) [-dJ(u + v),W +

Hi) | W | is bounded.

iv) W satisfies the Palais-Smale condition away from the critical points at infinity.

v) The minimal distance to the boundary only increases if it is small enough.

vi) The Aj 's are bounded away from the case where each ot- is near a critical point yji satisfying

ji + 3k for i ̂  k and p(yh,..., yjp) > 0.

Corollary 3.2 [11] Assume that for any s, M(rs} is nondegenerate, and assume further that

J has no critical point in S+. Then the only critical points at infinity in V(p,e) correspond to

Y%=i K(yij)~l^Pfi(yi.,oo)> where p 6 N* and the points y^ 's are critical points of K satisfying

In addition, in the neighborhood of such a critical point at infinity, we can find a change of

variable

(ai,...,op, AI,..., Ap) -» (a^, ...,ap, AI,..., Ap) := (a', A')

such that

P c 2 / 3 p

where a = (QI, ...,ap), a' = (a'j,...,a') , TAf = (A'1?..., AJ,), Cj is o positive constant and rj is

small positive constant.

Now we are ready to prove our theorems.

Proof of Theorem 1.1 For 77 > 0 small enough, we introduce, following [8], this neighborhood

Vr,(Z+) = {u€E/ eij

where u~ = max(0, — u).

Recall that, from Proposition 3.1 we have a vector field W defined in V(p, e) for p > 1. Outside

Up>iV(p,e/2), we will use —VJ and our global vector field Z will be built using a convex

combination of W and -VJ. V^S4") is invariant under the flow line generated by Z (see [8]).

Arguing by contradiction, we assume that J has no critical points in V^(E+). For any y critical

point of K, set

Since yo is the unique absolute maximum of K, we derive that

<



where y is any critical point of K.

Let UQ € S+ such that

< J(«o) < , ^ inf Coo(y) (3.1)

and let 77(5,110) be the one parameter group generated by Z. It is known that |VJ| is lower

bounded outside V(p, e/2), for any p 6 N* and for e small enough, by a fixed constant which

depends only on e. Thus the flow line T)(S,UQ) cannot remain outside of the set V(p,e/2).

Furthermore, if the flow line travels from V(p, e/2) to the boundary of V(p,e), J(T/(S,UO)) will

decrease by a fixed constant which depends on e. Then, this travel cannot be repeated in an

infinite time. Thus there exist po and SQ such that the flow line enters into V(po,e/2) and it

does not exit from V(PQ,E). Since UQ satisfies (3.1), we derive that po = 1, thus, for s > SQ,

77(3, «0) =

Using again (3.1), we deduce that Xi(s) is outside V(y,r) for any y € F+\{yo}, where V(y,r)

is a neighborhood of y and where T is a small positive real. Now by assumptions of Theorem

1.1 and by the construction of a pseudogradient Z, we derive that \\(s) remains bounded along

the flow lines of Z. Thus, we obtain

\VJ(r)(8,uo)).Z(r)(s,uo))\ > c> 0 Vs > 0,

where c depends only on UQ.

Then when s goes to +00, J(r)(s,uo)) goes to — oo and this yields a contradiction. Thus there

exists a critical point of J in V^(S+). Arguing as in Proposition 4.1 [11] (see also Proof of

Theorem 1.1 of [8]), we prove that such a critical point is positive and hence our result follows.

D

Proof of Theorem 1.2 Arguing by contradiction, we assume that (1) has no solution.

Notice that under the assumption of our theorem, we have p(yi,yj) < 0 for y^ ^ yj e F+.

Thus using Corollary 3.2 we derive that the only critical points at infinity of J are in one to

one correspondance with the critical points of K such that y^ € F+ . The unstable manifold

Wu(yi)00 of such a critical point at infinity can be described using Corollary 3.2 as the product

of Ws (yi) (for a pseudogradient of K} by [A, +00] domain of the variable A, for some postive real

A large enough. Since J has no critical points in S+, it follows that S+ retracts by deformation
on Uyie:F Wu(yi)oo := .Xoo (see Sections 7 and 8 of [5]). Now, using the fact that E+ is a

contractible set, we derive that X^, is contractible leading to the contractibility of X, which is

in contradiction with our assumption. Hence our result follows. D

Now before giving the proof of Theorem 1.3, we state the following lemma. Its proof is very

similar to the proof of Corollary B.3 of [3] (see also [2]), so we will omit it.

10



Lemma 3.3 Let a\, a-i € fi, ai, ag > 0 and X large enough. For u = aiP£(0l ;^ + a2-P<S(a2>.\),

we /mue

Proof of Theorem 1.3 Again, we argue by contradiction. We assume that J has no critical

point in V^(S+). Let

73

We observe that under the assumption (A\) of Theorem 1.3, (yciS/ii) is not a critical point at

infinity of J. Using Corollary 3.2 and the assumption (^2) of Theorem 1.3, it follows that the

only critical points at infinity of J under the level c\ = ̂ (yo^ii) + e, for e small enough, are

P<5(y0)00) and P&(yi )0o)- The unstable manifolds at infinity of such critical points at infinity,

Wu(y0)oo, Wu(yi()oo can be described, using Corollary 3.2, as the product of Ws(y0), Ws(yil)

(for a pseudogradient of K ) by [A, +oo[ domain of the variable A, for some positive number A

large enough.

Since J has no critical point, it follows that JCl = {u e ̂  /J(u) < ci} retracts by deformation

on XOQ = VFu(yo)oo U W^y^)^ (see Sections 7 and 8 of [5]) which can be parametrized by

X x [A, +oo[, where X = Ws(yil).

Under 1.3 and 1.4 (see first section), we have X = Ws(yo) U W^y^). Thus X is a manifold in

dimension ki without boundary.

Now we claim that XOQ is contractible in JCl . Indeed, let h : [0, 1] x X x [0, + oo [ i — > S+

defined by

is continuous and satisfies

Tt and h(l,x,\) =

In addition, since JC(x) > K(yil] for any x 6 X, it follows from Lemma 3.3 that J(h(t,x, A)) <

Ci, for any (t,o;, A) 6 [0,1] x X x [>1, +00). Thus the contraction h is performed under the level

c\. We derive that XQQ is contractible in JC1, which retracts by deformation on XOQ, therefore

.Xoo is contractible leading to the contractibility of X, which is a contradiction since X is a

manifold in dimension ki without boundary. Hence there exists a critical point of J in F^(E+).

Arguing as in Proposition 4.1 [11], we prove that such a critical point is positive. Now, we are

going to show that such a critical point has a Morse index equal to ki or k\ + 1.

Using a dimension argument and since /i([0,1], -Xoo) is a manifold in dimension k\ +1, we derive

that the Morse index of such a critical point is < k\ + 1.

Now, arguing by contradiction, we assume that the Morse index is < ki — 1. Perturbing, if

necessary J, we may assume that all the critical points of J are nondegenerate and have their

11



Morse index < fci — 1.

Such critical points do not change the homological group in dimension k\ of level sets of J.

Now, let Coo(yn) = S6 K(yi1)~
1^3 and let e be a small positive real. Since Xoo defines a

homological class in dimension k± which is trivial in JC1, but nontrivial in JCoo(yi )+e> our result

follows. D

Proof of Theorem 1.4 We notice that the assumption (#4) implies that (yo, y^) is a critical

point at infinity of J. Now, arguing by contradiction, we assume that (1) has no solution. We

claim that f\(Cyo(X}} retracts by deformation on X U Wu(yO)J/ti)oo- Indeed, let

u = aP6(y0jX) + (1 - a)PS(x>X) £ fx(Cyo(X)),

the action of the flow of the pseudogradient Z defined in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is essentially

on a.

- If a < 1/2, the flow of Z brings a to zero and thus u goes in this case to W^yo)^ = {yo}.

- If a > 1/2, the flow of Z brings a to 1 and thus u goes, in this case, to W^y^)^ = X^-

- If a = 1/2, since only x can move then yo remains one of the points of concentration of u and

x goes to Ws(yi), where yi = y^ or y, = y0 and two cases may occur :

- In the first case, that is, yf = yii: u goes to Wu(y0,yii)oo •

- In the second case, that is,yj — yo, there exists SQ > 0 such that X(SQ) is close to yo- Thus,

using Lemma 3.3, we have the following inequality

J ( u ( s 0 ) ) < Coo(yo,yo) +7 :=C2,

where coa(yo,yo) — S& („, 2u/ 2 ) and where 7 is a positive constant small enough.

Now, using assumption (#5), it follows from Corollary 3.2 that JC2 retracts by deformation on

Wu(yo)<x = {yo} and thus u goes to Wu(yo)oo- Therefore f\(Cyo(X)) retracts by deformation

on X^uW^yo^y^Joo-

Now, since ^(y^) = 0, it follows that this strong retract does not intersect ^(yt^yijoo and

thus it is contained in -Xoo- Therefore XQQ is contractible, leading to the contractibility of X,

which is a contradiction since X is a manifold of dimension k\ without boundary. Hence (1)

admits a solution. Now, using the same arguments as those used in the proof of Theorem 1.3,

we easily derive that the Morse index of the solution provided above is equal to &i or fei + 1.

Thus our result follows. D

Proof of Theorem 1.5 Assume that (1) has no solution. Using the same arguments as those

in the proof of Theorem 1.4, we deduce that fx(Cyo(X)) retracts by deformation on

*oo U ((JyzBkWu(yo, y)oo) U D,

where D C a is a stratified set and where a = Uy£x\BkWu(yo,y)ao is a manifold in dimension

at most k.

12



Since p(y) = 0 for each y € B^, f\(Cyo(X)) retracts by deformation on X^ U £>, and therefore

H*(XooUD) = 0, for all * € N* , since f\(Cyo(X)) is a contractible set. Using the exact homology

sequence of (Xoo U D, AOO), we obtain

U D) ->* frt+1(Xoo U A JM -> ffctYoo) -> fl-t(Xoo U 0) -+ ...

Since #*(*°o U D) = 0, for all * € N* , then #*(*«>) = #fc+i(*oo U D, X^,).

In addition, (XooDD, XOQ) is a stratified set of dimension at most k, then Hk+i(Xoo(JD, XOQ) = 0,

and therefore Hk(Xoo) = 0. This implies that Hk(X) = 0 ( recall that Xoo = X x [A, oo)>. This

yields a contradiction since X is a manifold in dimension k without boundary. Then, arguing

as in the end of the proof of Theorem 1.4, our theorem follows. D
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